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You can do Yocto development in your browser

Right... RIGHT?!?
DEMO!

It’s a kind of magic!

https://youtu.be/0p_1QSUsbsM
So how did that work? #1

Step 1:

Building a YP-suitable devcontainer
https://github.com/TheYoctoJester/yocto-devcontainer
So how did that work? #2

Step 1:
Building a YP-suitable devcontainer
on github

Step 2:
Building the ESDK
on github
So how did that work? #3

Step 1:
Building a YP-suitable devcontainer
on github

Step 2:
Building the ESDK
on gitlab

Step 3:
Combining container and ESDK
on gitlab
VS Code + Browser + lots of fancy

Special Guest: Geoff Huntley, gitpod.io
So how did that work? #4

Step 1: Building a YP-suitable devcontainer on github

Step 2: Building the ESDK on gitlab

Step 3: Combining container and ESDK on gitlab

Step 4: Run everything on gitpod